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The speakers began their speech presenting the main goals of the association that they 

presented. Staying together, live together and unifying the working hand that are far from each 

other. 

The association of Tehran University architects is a professional, scientific and cultural unity, 

trying to create relationships, transfer information and experiences, in order to increase the 

architectural knowledge of the members that are mostly graduated from the Tehran University. 

The speakers that the nucleus of their association can be found in their periodic meetings, 

where the members the results of the activities and the future programs and intentions. During 

the meeting the members are informed about the reasons and the necessity of the formation of 

such association. During the meetings the participants are also informed about the legal process 

of the registration and the celebration of the annual meetings. During these meetings some 

architectural figures will be present too, in order to give the necessary directions to the 

managing board. 

During these years the association has organized different competitions, excursions, seminars 

and conferences on architecture, workshops and events to commemorate signor professors and 

professionals. 

Stressing on the fact that the association is a non political and non profit organization, the 

members are Iranian citizens and faithful of the principles of Islamic Republic of Iran, 

following the main goals like transfer of knowledge, information, experience in order to 

increase the professional capacities of the members. The association helps the members to 

better know and understand the professional contracts, the duties and the rights, organizes 

contacts and meetings with other similar associations, that benefits the exchange of knowledge 

and experience, between people that are working in the same field and market. 

The speakers stressed on the fact that all the activities are based following the articles of the 

association’s statute, so nobody can exercise personal preferences. They also explained who 

could be member of the association in base of Iranian current laws and duties. To be part of the 

association there are three type of membership, for graduated persons, for students and for 

honorary members, that must be presented and elected by the managing board majority. 



They explained also the duties and the manners for the organization of the general assembly 

and which were the duties and limitations of the managing board and their election. 


